
 
 

Shared Leadership at Pascual LeDoux Academy Leads to Success 
Focus on early literacy having a positive impact on student achievement  

For Pascual LeDoux Academy, an Early Childhood Education Center, early literacy is a significant part of 

their yearlong plans and a fundamental part of what teachers are asked to teach each day. Early literacy 

is essential to building a strong foundation for success in school and in life, a fact well known by Principal 

Leticia Jara-Leake. “I have a strong belief that education is the ticket to wherever you want to go; it 

opens up so many opportunities for our kids,” Leticia said. 

The school leader since Pascual LeDoux opened three 

years ago, Leticia has worked with a strong group of 

teachers to achieve tremendous results for their students 

in reading and writing. As kindergarteners, LeDoux ELA-E 

students outperformed other students in the region in 

four out of seven Developmental Reading Assessment 

(DRA)2 Word Analysis tasks; while ELA-S students 

outperformed other students in the region in all seven 

DRA2 Word Analysis tasks. This success is what makes 

Pascual LeDoux a model for DPS’ new Early Literacy Plan.   

While a range of early literacy strategies have been 

implemented throughout the district over time, the 

updated district-wide literacy plan provides a more 

intentional, comprehensive approach to accomplishing the ambitious goal of 80% proficiency in reading 

and writing by 3rd grade, as outlined in the Denver Plan. As with any solid plan, strong leadership is a 

necessity, and Leticia has proven to be a strong leader.  

When asked what she thinks has contributed the school’s success in the area of literacy, Leticia said, “It 

really starts with clear communication about our work and how we impact our students. I remind the 

staff that our jobs do make a difference and have direct impact on students’ lives; we have to believe 

that and that belief has to be strong. Once you have that common belief, you can tackle other important 

things, but you need to start with a good perspective.”  

Goal-setting 

The staff and leadership at Pascual LeDoux also share a commitment to high achievement, as 

demonstrated by the goals they have set for themselves and their students. Because there are no 

Common Core State Standards for ECE, the team uses Kindergarten standards and Teaching Strategies 

Gold to guide their instruction and goals. They have set a goal for students to be at a DRA 2 reading level 

1 by the end of ECE. All goals are clearly identified in the school’s created aim lines for reading and 

writing. Some of those goals are: identify 40 letters (upper and lowercase) and sounds, a score of 7 in 

Word Analysis Tasks 1, 4 and 7.  

Leticia Jara-Leake as been the principal at Pascual 
LeDoux since it opened three years ago. 
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In writing, a score of 7 expects students to draw a detailed picture, generate a message and hear and 

record beginning, middle and end sounds. Teachers use writing as the springboard to reading. The 

school’s writing rubric calls for composing a message (oral language development), representing the 

message through a detailed picture, rehearsing the message (listening and speaking), and composing 

the message (writing to convey meaning). The students at LeDoux write and compose messages daily.   

Progress-monitoring 

To go about achieving these high goals Leticia said, “We have detailed plans and goals mapped out for 

each month so teachers know what to shoot for every step of the way. The accountability piece is very 

important, as well; teachers report students’ progress every six weeks. I believe we’ve created 

structures that are very supportive in helping teachers and students stay on track.” The team worked 

together to create a progress monitoring tool to help them stay on track and also developed a rubric for 

writing based on their goals. The assessments have been useful in helping them better target and adjust 

their instruction so they know what is needed to teach students.  

Collaboration 

Another thing they’ve found that helps is meeting and planning in teams weekly. Each team talks about 

what is going well and what they would recommend to improve instructional practices. “You can clearly 

see the cohesiveness of what everyone is teaching. There are small variances, but we teach to reach 

monthly goals,” said Leticia. “We have selected power standards that most impact student learning 

within Teaching Strategies Gold. Our unit planning is geared toward achieving those goals and our 

instruction is very structured so we have a common understanding.” Leticia acknowledges that it’s an 

adjustment for everyone, being extremely focused and goal-oriented along with progress monitoring is 

intense. “Teachers know it’s hard, but they give it their all to make it happen. Our staff is very proud of 

our work.” Leticia added, “LeDoux has an incredible group of highly committed teachers who 

collaborate well.”   

Teachers have said the focus is helpful for them, too. Patricia Meza-Thompson, an ELA-S teacher at the 

school, agreed, “It is great to have high expectations for our students. Some may think they are too 

young to learn to read and write, but you can see the growth. It helps me as a teacher to have 

something to work toward with our monthly goals.”  

Leadership 

Patricia also appreciates the support she receives from Leticia: “Our principal is really open to ideas. I 

wanted to introduce syllables because I thought it would be help my students and she said, ‘Great give it 

try and let’s see how it works.’”  

When trying to achieve a big goal, it also helps to have a positive school culture. The CollaboRATE results 

for Pascual LeDoux’s principal reflect an overall 96% positive rating; including a 100% score in the areas 

of trust, values, effectiveness, motivation and sharing leadership.  

At the end of the day, none of this work would be successful without the strong connection between the 

teachers and their school leadership. It is their shared commitment and accountability to put students 

first that is making the difference for students at Pascual LeDoux Academy.  

Pascual LeDoux Academy is located in southwest Denver and has approximately 260 students, the 

majority of whom are Latino. Seventy percent of students receive free and reduced lunch.  


